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TOPIC Critical and creative
thinking in offline and

online youth work



SUBTOPICS Critical thinking and social
media
Media literacy
Creative approaches to identify
and limit the spread of fake
news (creativity and innovation)
Skills development tools
(including digital)
Sharing good practices and
confidence of youth workers



OBJECTIVES
Developing skills for recognizing and limiting
the spread of fake news
Adapting youth work approaches towards
critical thinking and media literacy
Raising the awareness and confidence of
youth workers
Restricting the sharing of fake news among
young audiences (pages, groups,
communities)
Awareness of the consequences of following
fake news, the general impact and the impact
on the individual, youth communities and
quality of life
Increase the activity and engagement of
young people in the fight against fake news
Limiting hate speech and its negative impact



WHO CAN
PARTICIPATE?

Youth workers from Bulgaria, Italy,
Georgia, Spain and Turkey! 

Youth workers who are interested
in critical and creative thinking.

Youth workers who want to share
their experience with colleagues.

Youth workers who want
 to learn and develop themselves.

Youth workers who want to be 
successful in working 
with young people.



WHEN?

02 - 10 April 2022



WHERE?

Bulgaria is a country 
in Southeast Europe



WHERE
EXACTLY?

Sofia is the capital and largest city in
Bulgaria. The city has a thousand-year

history and it is an economic and
cultural center.



ACCOMMODATION

The training will be held at the NATIONAL
STEM CENTER. It is close to the subway (only
a 5-minute walk) and close to the city center
(7 minutes by subway). It has a comfortable
hotel, restaurant, sports field and specialized
training halls.



MONEY The currency of Bulgaria 
is the BGN (Lev)

1 Lev = 1.95583 Euro



IMPORTANT
FOR THE

PARTICIPANTS
The costs for accommodation,
food and training materials are
fully covered by the project, and
the travel costs - according to the
fixed amounts of the Erasmus +
program.

No participation fee required!



HOW TO
PARTICIPATE?

Write to Applied Education Foundation: 
 appeducation21@gmail.com

1.

or

2. Contact our partners and 
join the group of youth workers.
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